**Condition A**
Open Box and Prior to Pouring
Curb and Inlet Throat

**Notes:**
1. Overland Park Municipal Code (OPMC) and Overland Park Design and Construction Standards Manual (OPDCSM) are incorporated except as otherwise noted.
2. Immediately following inlet construction and prior to construction of curb and inlet throat, place filter fabric opening by installing 2" x 10" (min.) board wrapped in filter fabric. Structure shall have assembled slabs on all four sides to allow settling of sediment (Condition A).
3. When inlet is constructed and curb source, filter media or oxygen tank should be used (Condition B).
4. Overland Park Municipal Code (OPMC) and Overland Park Design and Construction Standards Manual (OPDCSM) are incorporated except as otherwise noted.

**Maintenance:**
Remove disposable filter from excavated storage area where visible storage has been removed by 20%. Restrain disposed filter from filter source or material when any accumulation or sediment is visible.

**Condition B**
After Pouring Curb and Inlet Throat

**Sump Inlet Sediment Filter**

**On Grade Curb Inlet Protection**